ABSTRACT Resources in a real-world automated manufacturing system may be unreliable, thus paralyzing many existing deadlock control strategies. This paper defines robust legal markings and proposes a twostep robust deadlock control policy for systems of the simple sequential process with resources based on elementary siphons. The first step, called elementary siphons control, derives a live controlled system without considering resource failures. The second step deals with failure-induced deadlocks control issues. With resource failures taken into account, recovery subnets modeling resource failures and recoveries are added to the first-step-derived system, which may cause the occurrence of failure-induced deadlocks, resulting in an unreliable controlled system. In order to make the system reliable, the definition that a resource failure is observed by a monitor is developed. A scenario is exposed that a resource failure does not need to be observed while can be observed by the added monitors. Arcs connecting recovery places and transitions of the initial system are added based on the obtained scenario. The concept of the extend the adjoint set of a siphon is presented due to a resource failure that needs to be observed while cannot be observed by the added monitors, leading to the modification of the arcs added in the first step. Consequently, a robust controlled system is acquired. Finally, examples are presented to demonstrate the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
With rapid development of automated production technology and information science, people pursue more comfortable and elegant life. Automated manufacturing systems (AMSs), without direct manipulation of operating personnel, can process diverse products in the light of predefined sequences of operations for different parts based on production objectives [1] - [3] . However, due to the competition for limited resources, indispensables of an AMS, a system may partially or globally halt due to the occurrence of deadlocks,
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Petri nets (PNs) are an excellent modeling tool for AMSs because of their graphical and mathematical expression capabilities [6] - [8] , [10] , [11] , [20] , [30] , [36] , [48] , [50] , [51] , [53] , [55] . They are widely used in deadlock analysis [6] , [14] , [15] , system scheduling [37] - [42] , [44] - [47] , [49] , [55] , and supervisor control [23] , [26] , [27] , [43] , [52] of discrete event systems including AMSs.
Traditionally, the performance of a deadlock control policy is evaluated by three criteria: behavioral permissiveness, structural complexity, and computational complexity [9] . A controlled PN with more behavioral permissiveness is in general likely to achieve high resources utilization.
A controller with a simpler structure having less monitors and arcs is easier to be implemented, usually having lower software and hardware costs. A deadlock control method can be applied to a large-scale system if its computational complexity is low.
Various deadlock control polices with different features can be found in [13] , [14] , and [16] . A deadlock control method based on siphons, a typical structure of PNs [9] , [54] , is presented in [13] , which can ensure a system to be live by adding monitors for preventing each strict minimal siphon from being unmarked. The weakness of this method is that it suffers from high structure complexity. Motivated by simplifying the structure of a liveness-enforcing supervisor, the concept of elementary siphons is presented [9] . Afterwards, the control of elementary siphons, as well as their application, is exposed and an algorithm is developed to identify elementary siphons [9] . A controlled system generated by a siphon-based policy generally has limited permissive behavior. A deadlock control strategy that can achieve highly permissive behavior by analyzing the reachability graph of a PN model usually suffers from high computational complexity [10] .
Unfortunately, policies mentioned above do not pay enough attention to the fact that resources may be unreliable in an actual system [17] - [19] , [21] , [22] , [24] , [25] , [28] , [29] , [31] - [33] . Failure-induced deadlocks are a focus of an AMS, especially for highly automated production systems, leading to the research on robust deadlock control. Robust deadlock control can achieve such goals that when there is no resource failure in a system, the controlled system is live; while an unreliable resource fails, the system can still operate normally, i.e., all types of workpieces can be produced successfully; after the failed resource is repaired by a technician in the subsequent production process, the system continues its normal operation without causing deadlocks [18] , [31] . Considering the reliability of resources in an AMS, another criterion for a robust deadlock controller is its robustness [31] . A robust controlled system with strong robustness is of high reliability and safety, which means that the system can resist well external disturbance.
Recently, a deluge of robust deadlock control methods is proposed by researchers [17] - [19] , [21] , [22] , [24] , [25] , [28] , [29] , [31] - [33] . In [17] , a robust deadlock control approach is presented, where resource failures and recoveries are modeled with recovery subnets. Recovery subnets are added for unreliable resources and monitors are added to prevent deadlocks according to a divided-and-conquer deadlock control policy. To make a system robust, normal and inhibitor arcs are added between the recovery subnets and the monitors. Nevertheless, the existence of waiting-for-repair states leads to low resource utilization. Another robust deadlock control policy that shares the same modeling way of resource failures and recoveries in [17] is exposed in [18] , where the constraint set for a strict minimal siphon is introduced. A robust deadlock controller without waiting-for-repair states is obtained by limiting token counts of each constraint set.
However, both policies in [17] and [18] suffer from high structure complexity. In [19] , deadlocks are characterized and developed according to maximal perfect resource transitioncircuits, where, to design a robust deadlock controller with a simple structure, the authors present a new concept of strong transition cover. According to strong transition covers as well as a transition cover-based deadlock controller, a robust deadlock controller with a compact structure is developed compared with [18] . The methods in [18] and [19] also have weak robustness since they are applicable to the case where one unit of an unreliable resource fails for a single type.
Liu et al. [31] develop two robust deadlock control strategies with a simple structure, high behavioral permissiveness, and strong robustness for an AMS based on the reachability graph. Robust legal and forbidden markings are analyzed by a reachability graph partition method. By doing so, the robust deadlock control problem is transformed into a problem of prohibiting the forbidden markings. A robust control method is presented for convex legal reachability spaces. However, the robust legal reachability space may be nonconvex. Another robust control policy dealing with such a space is based on interval-inhibitor-arc. The policies in [31] suffer from high computational complexity since both of them need to enumerate all reachable markings. In [32] , a robust deadlock control policy with strong robustness is developed, where blocked states of AMSs are introduced. It allows failures of maximal units of an unreliable resource and has a compact structure while it cannot process systems with multiple unreliable resources.
The formal definition of a robust legal marking and a novel two-step robust deadlock control policy are developed in this paper. Monitors are added in the first step by an elementary siphon-based policy in [9] , which guarantees that a system is live when there is no resource failure. Then, a case of an unreliable resource fails in different places is discussed, deciding that whether additional arcs are added or not and some arcs are modified or not. The policy can not only deal with a single type of unreliable resources but also with multiple unreliable resources. After it is applied to a given and uncontrolled system, the system operates uninterruptedly without causing deadlocks even if resource failures exist and all the markings that the controlled system reached are controllably robust legal, which means that the controlled system is robust.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews S 3 PRs, elementary siphons, a deadlock prevention policy based on elementary siphons, and the modeling approach of an unreliable resource. The formal definition of robust legal markings is shown in Section 3. A novel robust control strategy for an S 3 PR with multiple unreliable resources is proposed in Section 4. Examples are presented to demonstrate the policy in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section presents the main and fundamental contents of S 3 PRs, elementary siphons, a deadlock prevention policy VOLUME 7, 2019 based on elementary siphons, and the modeling method of an unreliable resource. Readers are referred to [34] for the basics of PNs.
A. S 3 PR NET Definition 1 [9] :
is called a simple sequential process (S 2 P) if: (1) N is a strongly connected state machine and (2) every circuit of N contains place p 0 , where P A = ∅ is the set of activity places and p 0 is called the idle process place.
Definition 2 [9] :
is called a simple sequential process with resources (S 2 PR) if:
(1) The subnet generated by X = P A ∪ {p 0 } ∪ T is an S 2 P. (2) P R = ∅ and (P A ∪ {p 0 }) ∩ P R = ∅, where P R = ∅ is the set of resource places.
( [18] : Let (N 1 , M 1 ) and (N 2 , M 2 ) be two PNs with N 1 = (P 1 , T 1 , F 1 ) and N 2 = (P 2 , T 2 , F 2 ), where
called the composition of N 1 and N 2 via the set of common places P C if:
Definition 4 [9] : A system of S 2 PR, abbreviated as S 3 PR, is defined recursively as follows:
(1) An S 2 PR is also an S 3 PR.
(2) Let N 1 = (P 1 , T 1 , F 1 ) and N 2 = (P 2 , T 2 , F 2 ) be two S 3 PRs. The composition of N 1 and N 2 is also an S 3 PR.
The composition of PNs N 1 − N n via common places is denoted as N = ⊗ n i=1 N i .N i is used to denote the S 2 P from which the S 2 PR N i is formed.
Definition 5 [9] : Let r ∈ P R be a resource place. The activity places that use r are defined as the set of holders of r,
The PN shown in Fig. 1 
. A P-vector is a column vector I : P → Z indexed by P and a T-vector is a column vector J : T → Z indexed by T , where Z is the set of integers.
Definition 6 [9] : Let S ⊆ P be a subset of places of a
Definition 7 [9] : The characteristic T-vector of S is defined as η S = [N ] T λ S , where [N ] T is the transpose of incidence matrix [N ] .
Definition 8 [9] : Let N = (P, T , F, W ) be a PN with
.., S k } be a set of siphons of N , and λ S i (η S i ) be the characteristic P(T)-vector of S i , where N + is the set of positive integers,
T are called the characteristic P-and T-vector matrices of the siphons in N , respectively.
Definition 9 [9] : Let η S α , η S β , ..., and η S γ be a linearly independent maximal set of matrix [η] . Then E = {S α , S β , ..., S γ } is called a set of elementary siphons in N .
Definition 10 [9] : A siphon S / ∈ E is called a strongly dependent one if η S = S i ∈ E a i η S i , where a i ≥ 0.
Lemma 1 [9] : The number of elements in any set of elementary siphons in net N equals the rank of [η] .
The net shown in Fig. 1 
C. DEADLOCK PREVENTION POLICY BASED ON ELEMENTARY SIPHONS
In this section, a classical deadlock prevention method based on elementary siphons is reviewed.
Definition 11 [9] : Let (N 1 , M 1 ) and (N 2 , M 2 ) be two nets with
is said to be a synchronous synthesis net resulting from the merge of (N 1 , M 1 ) and (N 2 , M 2 ), denoted by (
Definition 12 [13] :
be an S 3 PR and S be a siphon in N. The set of downstream (upstream) siphons of a transition t and the adjoint set of a siphon S are denoted by + (t) ( − (t)) and P S , respectively.
(1) + : T → 2 is a mapping defined as follows:
(1) P V = {V S |S ∈ } is a set of monitors such that there exists a bijective mapping between P V and .
. The above proposed control method [13] is to add a control place for each SMS to make sure that all SMSs can never be emptied. Given an S 3 PR (N , M 0 ), after adding monitors based on Definition 13 for all S i ∈ E , we obtain a new net denoted by (N V , M V 0 ).
Lemma 2 [9] : A strongly dependent siphon S is controlled if
It is well-known that nets (N V , M V 0 ) and (N , M 0 ) have the same SMSs. Thus, for all
If a strongly dependent siphon S n is not controlled by Lemma 2, whether S n can be Algorithm 1 [9] . An Elementary Siphon-Based Deadlock Control Policy Add a monitor V S . /By Definition 13.*/ 4: end for 5: for each S ∈ D do 6: if S is not controlled by Lemma 2 and min{M (S)} = 0 due to the programming problem (1) then 7: Add a monitor V S . /By Definition 13.*/ 
implying that strongly dependent siphon S n can never be emptied. Thus, we do not need to add a monitor for S n . Based on Definition 13, Lemma 2 and programming problem (1), Li and Zhou propose an elementary siphon-based deadlock control policy [9] as shown in Algorithm 1.
Lemma 3 [9] . [17] : Let r u ∈ P R be an unreliable resource. A recovery subnet of r u is a PN
In Definition 14, p ri is called the recovery place of p i . Transitions t si and t fi represent that an unreliable resource r u fails in p i and recovers through p ri , respectively. If an unreliable resource fails in p i , the token in p i flows into p ri by firing t si , which indicates that a resource failure happens; after the failed resource is repaired, the token in p ri flows into p i by firing t fi , indicating that a resource recovery is finished. An unreliable resource fails when it is idle, which is modeled by the fact that t ∈ r • u and t si fire successively. Thus, we only consider the situation that an unreliable resource fails in its holders.
Definition 15 [17] : Let (N , M 0 ) be a marked S 3 PR and P R u be the set of unreliable resources. For every r u ∈ P R u , adding a recovery subnet for each
Given a U-S 3 PR (N U , M U 0 ), suppose that N A = {i|p i ∈ P A } is an index set. Then, we define P r = ∪ i∈N A {p ri }, T S = ∪ i∈N A {t si }, and T F = ∪ i∈N A {t fi }, where p ri , t si , and t fi are defined by Definition 14. Assume that the unreliable resource in the net shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 3 , where N A = {2, 8}, P r = {p r2 , p r8 }, T S = {t s2 , t s8 }, and T F = {t f 2 , t f 8 }. If resource p 9 fails in p 2 , i.e., t s2 fires, then a resource recovery starts. The firing of transition t f 2 means that the resource recovery is completed. The failure of resource p 9 , when it is idle, is explained by the fact that t 1 and t s2 fire in succession. Transition t f 2 fires if p 9 is repaired successfully.
III. ROBUST LEGAL MARKINGS
This section clarifies, characterizes, and defines a robust legal marking in a U-S 3 PR. Based on the definition of robust legal markings and the controllability of transitions, the characteristics of the controller designed in this paper are given.
Definition 16:
be a U-S 3 PR and R(N U , M U 0 ) be its reachability set, where P RE , T N , T S , T F , and M U 0 are the sets of recovery places, operation transitions, failure transitions, recovery transitions, and the initial marking of N U , respectively, and
is said to be a robust legal marking if one of the following statements holds:
(
M r is able to reach M U 0 and satisfies one of following cases: (a) if no unreliable resource fails, then there necessarily exists a transition t such that t ∈ T N ∩ T e (M r ), where T e (M r ) represents the set of enabled transitions at M r ; (b) if the failure units of r u ∈ P Ru is no more than M (r u ) − 1, then there necessarily exists a transition t 1 such that t 1 ∈ T N ∩ T e (M r ) and a transition t 2 such that t 2 ∈ T F ∩ T e (M r ); and (c) if every unit of r u ∈ P Ru fails, then there may exist a transition t 3 such that t 3 ∈ T N and there necessarily exists a transition t 4 such that t 4 ∈ T F .
Whether a given reachable marking in a U-S 3 PR is robust can be determined by Definition 16 that can be paraphrased as follows. The initial marking M U 0 is robust and it needs to be reachable from M r . First, if there is no token in all recovery places at M r , i.e., no unreliable resource fails, two cases need to be considered depend on whether the enabled transition at M r is a member of T S or not. If yes, there necessarily exists another enabled transition at M r being a member of T N ; if not, all enabled transitions at M r are in T N . This case means that a system can continue its operation regardless of whether an unreliable resource fails or not. Second, if there exist resource failures but one unit of unreliable resources does not fail, a system can still process all part types or repair the failed resources. This means that there must exist an enabled transition at M r in T N and in T F . Third, if all unreliable resources fail, a system may process other pieces without using unreliable resources (if a system has a process without using unreliable resources) or must repair the failed resources, which means that there may exist a transition t 3 ∈ T N and there necessarily exists a transition t 4 ∈ T F .
Let M RL denote the set of robust legal markings. Then, a marking M is illegal if M ∈ R(N U , M U 0 )\M RL . We use M IL to denote the set of illegal markings. Thus, all markings that a system evolves are partitioned two disjoint sets M RL and M IL . Fig. 4 .
FIGURE 4. A U-S 3 PR.
A simple example is given in Fig. 4 to explain the robust legal and illegal markings. Fig. 5 shows the reachability graph of the net in Fig. 4 5 , and M 6 , the system cannot lead to the initial marking anyway. There is no enabled transition at M 19 in the set of operation transitions, indicating that the system cannot continue its process.
Remark: We comment on the concept of robust legal and illegal markings involved above. When a system is in robust deadlock control area, some legal markings have to be forbidden since failure transitions cannot be controlled by human intervention and resource failures cannot be predicted. As depicted in Fig. 5 Let us reconsider Fig. 5 Remark: Note that, in the deadlock control sense, a marking is legal if it can reach the initial marking after firing a sequence of transitions [9] . A marking is forbidden if it is not legal. In [9] , M L and M F are used to represent the sets of legal and forbidden markings, respectively. It is noted that M MRL ⊆ M L because a marking is in M L if it can reach the initial marking while if a marking is in M MRL , it needs to satisfy the statement in Definition 16 (2) . Take the net in Fig. 4 and its reachability graph shown in Fig. 5 as an example. It is evident that M 4 , M 5 and M 6 cannot lead to
In this paper, we design a controller to make all the reachable markings of the controlled net are controllably reachable robust legal ones. It means that the controlled net has three properties: (1) it is live if no unreliable resource fails; (2) during some resource failures period, it can process all parts infinitely as long as one unit of each unreliable resource works normally; and (3) the failed resources return to the net after repairing without causing deadlocks. Based on the three properties, the concept of robust controller is proposed.
Definition 19: Let (N U , M U 0 ) be a U-S 3 PR with P R u being the set of unreliable resources. Let R be a PN controller for (N U , M U 0 ) and R (N U , M U 0 ) be the controlled net. R is said to be a robust controller for (N U , M U 0 ):
(1) If no unreliable resource fails, i.e., without resource failure, the controlled net R (N U , M U 0 ) is live.
(2) If some unreliable resources fail but at least one unit of each unreliable resource works normally, i.e., with some resource failures, the controlled net R (N U , M U 0 ) is live.
(3) If one of the failed resources is repaired successfully, it can be returned to the system to continue working without causing deadlocks, and R (N U , M U 0 ) remains live.
Remark: The study in [18] develops a 1-robust deadlock controller for avoiding waiting-for-repairing states proposed in [17] . Waiting-for-repairing states show that a system cannot produce parts until a failed resource is repaired. The controller in [18] prohibits such waiting-for-repairing states that one unit of an unreliable resource fails for continually producing all parts. However, it does not involve robust deadlock control problem for systems with multiple units of multiple unreliable resources. To solve this problem, a robust controller defined by Definition 19 is developed. Compared with [18] , our controller shows that: (1) It prohibits such waiting-for-repairing states that at least one unit of each unreliable resource works; (2) It permits such waiting-forrepairing states that all units of each unreliable resource fail. This means that during at least one unit of each unreliable resource working period, the controlled system can produce all parts infinitely, implying that the controller in this paper is of great robustness than that in [18] .
IV. ROBUST CONTROL FOR S 3 PRS WITH MULTIPLE UNRELIABLE RESOURCES
This section reports a two-step robust control policy. In the first step, resources of a system are assumed to be reliable. After the elementary siphon-based control strategy is applied to such a system, several monitors are added. By considering that resources may fail, in the second step, recovery subnets are added to model resource failures in the following operation. The situation that resource failures does not need to be observed while can be observed by the monitors designed in the first step is studied, which is the basic of arcs that make such resource failures unobserved being added. The situation that resource failures need to be observed while cannot be observed by the monitors designed in the first step is also studied, and thus some arcs having incidence relation with the monitors that added in the first step are modified. Consequently, a controlled system with robustness is obtained. The method used in the first step has been illustrated in Section II. This section focuses on the relevance between resource failures and the added monitors in the first step.
Definition 20: Let S and r u be a siphon and an unreliable resource in an S 3 PR N = (P A ∪P R ∪{p 0 }, T , F), respectively. Unreliable resource r u is said to be affiliated to S, denoted by R(r u , S) = 1, if r u ∈ S; otherwise it is non-affiliated to S, denoted by R(r u , S) = 0.
Definition 21: Let P S , V S , and r u be the adjoint set of a siphon S, the monitor for S, and an unreliable resource in an S 3 PR N = (P A ∪ P R ∪ {p 0 }, T , F), respectively. The failure of r u in p i ∈ H (r u ) is said to be observed by V S , denoted by R(p i , P S ) = 1, if p i ∈ P S ; otherwise it is not observed by V S , denoted by R(p i , P S ) = 0.
The following lemma is proposed to show why and whether resource failures need to be observed by a monitor or not. Since failure happens in the holders of an unreliable resource, if all resource failures are observed by the monitor adding for the siphon containing the failed resource, i.e., all holders using unreliable resources are controlled, then failure-induced deadlocks are avoided.
Lemma 4: If R(r u , S) = 1, all failures of r u in its holders need to be observed by V S ; if R(r u , S) = 0, all failures of r u in its holders do not need to be observed by V S .
Proof: Let M V ∈ R(N V , M V 0 ) and assume that P RS = {r|r ∈ S}, where r is a resource place. According to Definition 13, tokens in V S flow into P S , i.e.,
Monitor V S is added to ensure S not to be emptied, i.e., M V 0 (V S ) = M 0 (S) − 1. At the initial marking, tokens in S are from resource places of S, i.e., M 0 (S) = M 0 (P RS ). Therefore, M V (V S ) + M V (P S ) = M 0 (P RS ) − 1, which means that monitor V S must be capable of observing the flowing of tokens from P RS to P S . Moreover, the token in recovery place p ri comes from p i and the token in activity place p i comes from r ∈ P RS . Hence, monitor V S must be capable of observing the flowing of tokens from p i to p ri . According to Definitions 20 and 21, Lemma 4 is proved.
For the net in Fig. 4 without recovery subnets, there is only an SMS: S = {p 4 , p 5 , p 6 } and the unreliable resource is p 6 . From the proof of Lemma 4, P RS = {p 5 , p 6 }. By Definition 12, we have P S = {p 2 , p 3 }. The tokens in S are all from P RS . If p 6 fails in p 2 , it is observed by V S due to Definition 21. The token in p 4 is from p 6 and the token in p r4 is from p 4 . Thus, to satisfy that token counts in a net is constant, the token from p 6 to p r4 must be observed by V S , indicating that the failure p 6 in p 4 needs to be observed. For siphon S containing no unreliable resource, monitor V S does not need to observe the failure of an unreliable resource in its holders since the tokens in holders are all from unreliable resources.
Definition 22: The failure of r u in its holder is said to be potentially controlled by V S if it needs to be observed and is observed by V S or it does not need to be observed and it is not observed by V S .
Lemma 5: Let (N U , M U 0 ) be a U-S 3 PR with P R u being the set of unreliable resources, V S and P S be the monitor for a siphon S and the adjoint set of S, respectively. The failure of r u ∈ P R u in p i ∈ H (r u ) is potentially controlled if R(r u , S) R(p i , P S ) = 0, where denotes exclusive OR operation.
Proof: It follows immediately from Lemma 4 and Definition 22.
By Definitions 20 and 21, there are four cases to be considered:
In what follows, we give elaborations one by one. The first is that R(r u , S) = 0 ∧ R(p i , P S ) = 0. In this case, the monitor for a siphon S does not need to observe the failures of r u and it cannot observe the failure of r u in p i . The second is that R(r u , S) = 0 ∧ R(p i , P S ) = 1. In this case, the monitor for a siphon S does not need to observe the failures of r u while it can observe the failure of r u in p i . Every time r u fails in p i , the number of tokens in the monitor decreases by 1, leading to the fact that additional arcs between the monitor and the holder are added to resist the change of token counts. The third is that R(r u , S) = 1 ∧ R(p i , P S ) = 0. In this case, the monitor for a siphon S needs to observe the failures of r u while it cannot observe the failure of r u in p i . Every time r u fails, the number of tokens in the monitor decreases by 1. Arcs added in the first step should move to a new position to ensure that r u fails in p i is observed. The last is that R(r u , S) = 1 ∧ R(p i , P S ) = 1. In this case, the monitor for a siphon S needs to observe the failures of r u and it can observe the failure of r u in p i . The first and the last cases are illustrated by Lemma 5, which do not need to add additional arcs. In order to observe the failure that needs to be observed but cannot be observed by the added monitor, the extend adjoint set P S of siphon S is proposed.
Definition 23: Let P S be the adjoint set of siphon S. The extend adjoint set P S is defined as
and P R u being the set of unreliable resources. The PN controller for (N U , M U 0 ) is defined as (V R , M RU 0 ) = (P RC , T RC , F RC , M RU 0 ) where (1) P RC = {V S |S ∈ } is a set of monitors such that there exists a bijective mapping between P RC and .
In the following context, we use M R to denote a marking evolves by N R , i.e., M R ∈ R(N R , M R0 ).
Proof: There are two cases to be considered. The first is R(r u , S) = 1. In this case, according to Definition 23, H (r u ) ⊂ E S . If no resource failure happens, we have
If a resource failure occurs, the token in E S flows into P r . If the failed resource is repaired, then the token in P r flows into E S . The number of tokens
The second is R(r u , S) = 0. In this case, since the token in P r is from r u , we have M R (P r ) = 0. If H (r u ) ∩ E S = ∅, i.e., a failure of r u has no relation with monitor V S , we can obtain
. If H (r u ) ∩ E S = ∅, a resource failure of r u makes the token in V S decrease by 1 and the token in P r increase by 1, indicating that the number of tokens
Proof: At the initial marking, tokens in S are all from resource places of S. In the system evolution, the tokens in resources places of S flow into [S] or stay in S. In addition, the tokens in activity places of [S] and S may flow into P r according to resource failures happen or not. Therefore,
Proof: We need to prove that all transitions in (N R , M R0 ) are live. From Lemma 7, no matter how a controlled system evolves, there is no SMS being emptied. Moreover, there is no new SMS being generated, implying that for all t 1 ∈ T N is live. For all t 2 ∈ T S , if the token in {p i } = • t 2 is greater than 1, t 2 can fire anyway because it is uncontrollable, leading Add a monitor V S . /By Definition 24.*/ 4: end for 5: for each S ∈ D do 6: if S is not controlled by Lemma 2 and min{M (S)} = 0 due to the programming problem (1) then 7: Add a monitor V S . /By Definition 24.*/ 8: end if 9: end for 10: Output a robust controlled system (N R , M R0 ).
A robust liveness-enforcing supervisor can be obtained by Algorithm 2 whose computational complexity relies on Algorithm 1. Definition 24 is the foundation of Algorithm 2.
Theorem 2: The PN controller (V R , M RU 0 ) in Definition 24 is a robust controller for (N U , M U 0 ).
Proof: According to Lemma 6, we have
Monitor V S is added to ensure that S is unemptied, i.e., M R0 (V S ) = M 0 (S) − 1. At the initial marking, tokens in S are all from resource places of Let us take a system with two unreliable resources shown in Fig. 6 as an instance to understand Definitions 20 and 21. From Fig. 6 without recovery subnets, we have P R u = {p 9 , p 10 }, H (p 9 ) = {p 2 , p 8 }, and H (p 10 ) = {p 3 , p 7 }. There are three SMSs: S 1 = {p 3 , p 8 , p 9 , p 10 }, S 2 = {p 4 , p 7 , p 10 , p 11 }, and S 3 = {p 4 , p 8 , p 9 , p 10 , p 11 }, two of which are elementary. We suppose that S 1 and S 2 are elementary siphons. S 3 is strongly dependent according to Definition 10. According to Algorithm 1, the net is controlled after adding two monitors p 12 and p 13 by Definition 13 to prevent S 1 and S 2 from being emptied, respectively. Take resource failures into consideration. Adding recovery subnets for H (p 9 ) and H (p 10 ) results in an unreliable controlled system. The robust controlled net with 234 reachable markings (the number of the maximal permissive markings of the net in Fig. 6 is 458 ) is acquired after adding some additional arcs and removing some arcs as shown in Fig. 7 . Table 2 shows the number of reachable markings according to failure times of p 9 and p 10 . It is obvious that R(p 9 , S 1 ) = 1, R(p 9 , S 2 ) = 0, R(p 10 , S 1 ) = 1, and R(p 10 , S 2 ) = 1. We have the adjoint sets of the two elementary siphons: P S 1 = {p 2 , p 6 , p 7 } and P S 2 = {p 2 , p 3 , p 6 } by Definition 12. Thus, R(p 2 , [18] , [19] , [32] and this paper for Fig. 3 13 , t f 2 ) and (t s2 , p 13 ) are added because of p 2 ∈ P S 2 while p 8 / ∈ P S 2 . The robust controlled system is illustrated in Fig. 8 with 43 reachable markings (the number of the maximal permissive markings of the net in Fig. 3 is 74) . The performance of the obtained controller in this paper is compared with those in [18] , [19] , and [32] by Table 3 that shows the number of reachable markings according to the failure times of the unreliable resource p 9 .
As shown in Table 3 , the number of reachable markings in our controller is definitely identical with that in [18] . The controller in this work has a simple structure since it has two monitors and ten arcs.
Considering Fig. 4 without recovery subnets, there is only one SMS: S = {p 4 , p 5 , p 6 }. By Definitions 5 and 12, the complementary and adjoint sets of S are [S] = {p 2 , p 3 } and P S = {p 2 , p 3 }, respectively. The unreliable resource is p 6 whose set of holders is H (p 6 ) = {p 2 , p 4 }. According to Definition 24, the robust controlled net is shown in Fig. 9 with 20 reachable markings (the number of the maximal permissive markings of the net in Fig. 4 is 20) . Since R(p 6 , S) = 1, i.e., p 6 ∈ S, the monitor to be added for S needs to observe all failures of p 6 . Because of R(p 2 , P S ) = 1, the failure of p 6 in p 2 can be observed by monitor p 7 . No additional arcs connecting p 2 and p 7 are added. Monitor p 7 cannot observe the failure of p 6 in p 4 owing to R(p 4 , P S ) = 0, i.e., p 4 / ∈ P S . Arc (t 3 , p 7 ) must be removed and (t 4 , p 7 ) must be added for the reason that the failure of p 6 in p 4 can be observed. Table 4 shows the reachable markings of Fig. 9 and compares the controller in this paper with those in [18] , [19] , and [32] .
The model in Fig. 10 [18] , [19] , and [32] and this paper for Fig. 4 . original net without considering resource failures is controlled. The relevance between the unreliable resource p 26 and siphons, as well as their adjoint sets, is listed in Table 6 , leading to the robust controller in Fig. 11 with 11668 reachable markings (the number of the maximal permissive markings of the net in Fig. 10 is 46470 26 , which can be realized since p 13 ∈ P S 9 and p 18 ∈ P S 9 . Fig. 10 , where * indicates that the corresponding siphons are elementary ones. Therefore, no arcs is supposed to be added between recovery subnets and monitors p 28 and p 31 . From Fig. 11 , since monitors p 27 and p 29 have the same token counts and same input and output transitions, actually we just need to add five monitors, i.e., p 27 , p 28 , p 30 , p 31 , and p 32 . Table 7 illustrates the number of markings in the light of the failure times of p 26 and compares the performance of the controllers in [18] , [19] , and [32] and that in this work.
VI. CONCLUSION
A two-step strategy is developed to address robust deadlock control of S 3 PRs. In the first step, the elementary siphonbased policy in [9] is applied to a given plant, which results in a controlled net without considering resource failures. Then, resource failures are taken into account by adding recovery subnets in a unified modeling way of PN. In the second step, connections between the monitors in the first step and recovery subnets are established, which is the basis of adding additional arcs and modifying some existed arcs. After the arcs are added and modified, a robust controlled net is obtained. The controlled net runs smoothly even if unreliable resources fail as long as one unit of an unreliable resource does not fail. The method in this paper not only can deal with robust deadlock [18] , [19] , and [32] and this paper for Fig. 10 .
control problems with a single type of unreliable resource but also those with multiple unreliable resources.
Compared with the method in [18] , the proposed controller with stronger robustness has a simpler structure. Compared with the policy in [31] , the developed controller does not need to compute reachability graphs, implying that it has low computational overheads. It can handle robust deadlock control problems with multiple unreliable resources without introducing inhibitor arcs. However, it reaches less reachable markings. Investigating how to acquire a controller with maximally permissive behavior is our future topic. We will also investigate the problem in the framework of state-tree structures [56] . VOLUME 7, 2019 
